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FOREWORD
During the spring and summer of 1975 Wright State University organized
a cooperative workshop/exhibitions program with three other schools
and, in 1976, received the support of the National Endowment for the
Arts. The program consisted of sending four prominent contemporary
artists to the four colleges and universities during the 1976-1977
academic year. The artists selected to participate in the program were
Siah Armajani of Minneapolis, Larry Bell of Taos, Lloyd Hamrol of Santa
Monica, and Pat Steir of New York, each of whom works in diverse media
and materials, and all of whom represent a range of artistic and aesthetic
sensibilities. The four schools that participated in the program were
California State University in Long Beach, the University of Kentucky in
Lexington, Moore College of Art in Philadelphia, and Wright State Univer
sity in Dayton, each of which maintains an art school, art department,
and/or art gallery and each flexible enough to accommodate a prototypal
program of this complexity .
The artists were sent independently to each school where they served as
artists-in-residence for one week and where they involved students, fa
culty, and other interested persons in an activity of their own design. The
activities were based upon the artist's concerns and were directed toward
the sharing of their artistic worki ng methodologies and sensibilities.
The residency and workshop activities did not always culminate in an
exhibition of the artist's work or manifest themselves in a tangible form.
Considering the artist as a source and resource for potential experience,
it was the aim of this program to bring the artist and the public together in
an inquiring context (the university) and in a creative activity which would
allow and promote a direct exchange of ideas through shared
experiences.
Following Lawrence Alloway's essay is a catalog of each of the sixteen
residencies and workshop activities. The documentation is arranged al
phabetically by artist and chronologically by residency/workshop . Stu
dents and staff at the four schools provided both the descriptive essays
and the photographic documentation for each of the residencies/
workshops which occurred at their institutions.
We hope that this publication serves not only to document the activities of
four artists at four schools in sixteen projects, but that it extends the
shared experiences to those who were unable to partiCipate directly in the
program.
William Spurlock, Director
Wright State University Art Galleries
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INTRODUCTION
The use of the artist-in-residence, to supplement regular faculty in universities, seems to have begun in the
1930s.1 The idea is that a visiting artist can bring stimulation that the regular faculty, bound to the curriculum ,
may fail in doing. A development of this semester- or year-long residency is the employment of artists for a
single purpose, as in the present program. An artist is imported to the campus where, in a brief but intense
period, he or she works in active contact with the students. As it happens a particular development of American
art in recent years has provided exactly the right conditions for unspecialized assistants. Armajani required
carpentry skills; Hamrol , bag-filling and physical labor; and Steir, a kind of graffiti. Such art works, whatever
they may communicate of the artist's thought and feeling, do not require the exercise of speCial skills, such as
oi I pai nting, or special resources, such as a foundry. This deprofessionalization of the artist's media, or to put it
the other way round, the use of daily materials as the substance of art, is related to the creation of environmen
tal works. An early collection of such work was seen at the Whitney Museum of American Art in 1969:
"Anti-Illusion: Procedure/Materials" was based largely on works newly constructed, on site. The curators
chose the artists, not pre-existent pieces.
What is needed is the resource of daily craft and willing muscle, of which there is no shortage in universities
and colleges. Assistants are not hampered by indirect techniques from seeing what the artist is doing. On the
contrary the decision-process of the artist is demonstrated clearly and to the extent that the artist is articulate
the helpers can share in the process of work and comprehend the intention. The students' contact with artist
and work therefore is on the basis of direct observation, not mediated by the consultation of records. The
activity is both a break in the routine of classes and a privileged experience, given the high standing of the
creative act in our culture. The situation is that of a workshop created for one specific task and the fact that the
target is a short-term one encourages full-hearted cooperation , without diffusion of interest and effort. The
students have a special role in the occasion , to use a word that an anthropologist has proposed for "social
events of sanctioned deviation."2
It does assume the artist's willingness to be a performer, but this is not a disreputable position. Matisse has
been filmed drawing and Pollock filmed painting on glass, so that the photographer could shoot the artist
through the paint. Happenings also assumed the visibility of the artist in a loosely structured situation. In these
and other situations we are shown the artist at work on a piece whose outcome is by no means certain . As the
process of making art has become a prime subject of documentation the willingness of artists to improvise in
public has increased.
Of course the contact of artist and student body is an educative one for the students, but undertaking large art
works under these conditions shows that artists have no shyness about improvised collaboration . In fact the
rotation of four artists to four different institutions in this program suggests a definite willingness of the artists to
share information about the process as well as the end-state of art. When an artist visits a campus what
happens is that a kind of instant apprenticeship system is set up, not a long subordination of young artist to
master, but a brief, once-only relation to a single work. In fact students who attended more than one of the
workshops could be said to show a mobility of apprenticeship. (The irony of this concept, compared to the
static and binding character of the original apprenticeship system, is fully appropriate to the practice of
American education.)
The contact of workshop-leader and temporary apprentices mitigates a problem that might be called cultural
split. The consumers of art, for all their appetite for knowledge and objects, often distrust the originators of their
interest. Production of art is one thing, consumption another; artists are celebrated individually, but consumers
are generally members of a class . However, works of art that require many hands engage consumers
(students are no less consumers than collectors are) and young artists as part of the formative process. The
consumer experiences the reassurance of proximity with the source and the potential artist is given contact
with a role model.
What all four artists share is a willingness to collaborate with strangers who would normally be among the
audience for art. But here the collaborators are part of the system by which the work of art physically takes
form. Thus the interaction effects of artist and participants are of central importance. There is a complex
communication between the collaborators, centered on continuous access to the artist. The relationship
offers a variety of possibilities. For instance, take the case of Larry Bell, who put seances in the place of
sculpture. The participants were conditioned in advance by their background expectancy of a worthwhile
experience from a known artist. When Bell arrived and presented an aural occasion the audience remained in
suspense, held perhaps by the fact that the sensing and analyzing mechanisms of the auditory system are
very hard to describe. Bell has pOinted out that he does not consider his guitar playing to be music; the problem
5

for the respectful audience was to find a matching response to the ambiguous stimulus he provided. Hence the
range of responses recorded at one stop: "some students slept through the tapings ; some made visual
associations with the sounds [synesthesia], while others crawled on the floor trying to find areas where various
sounds had remained. "3 The outdistancing of audience expectation however is not an act of collaboration as
practiced by the other artists in the program and it is their procedures that I want to discuss here.
Any human action can be analysed as a series of steps: plan , initiate, control , end , and check.4 When an artist
is working alone he or she is in absolute control of the decisions by which the work is shaped . In collaborative
art the problem of control expands to take in the feedback of other people . What the artist who is working in this
way has to do is to plan the kind of work that can survive other people's input or set up a procedure in which the
others can be dominated. Of course, given the fact that these projects took place in educational institutions,
the artists could count on a general fund of non-destructive cooperation , a sharing without sabotage. Armajani
used the form of collaboration by domination and Steir the form of collaboration by assimilation; Hamrol 's
procedure seems somewhere in between.
Armajani worked with the students on projects connected to his Thomas Jefferson 's House . The students were
engaged in following the artist's specifications of an existing concept. Doing this in the presence of the artist is
an opportunity to view the artist's operations at close hand. In addition , Armajani provided an ideological
background for the interpretation of his work by lectures, so that the act of carpentry was linked to his ideas. In
the House Armajani stresses the symbolic character of architectural space by putting up a structure from which
the functional level is excluded. As a model of the psychological and cultural resonance of literal architecture , it
can be considered as a wind-tunnel for ideas; the simulated and the literal are oddly mingled. However there
could be no discretionary departures introduced by the students ; the form is prescribed.
Pat Steir is in possession of a style, a mode of work, which does not ordain the outcome. Her procedures vary
but even when , as at Long Beach, she prepared working drawings they were not presented as binding .
" Changes were made as partiCipants developed technical , formal , and conceptual insights about the plans ."s
Thus Steir's way of work enabled her to expand the control phase to incorporate a maximum of input from
participators; one can say that this is an efficient use of the collaborative situation. To quote from one of the
reports: "the students . .. especially liked, and were surprised by the fact, that they were allowed to actually
draw with her on her piece ."6 With her supple adaptation of graffiti Steir is able to absorb contributions from
outside her own consciousness. Hamrol's work is highly site-specific ; in Philadelphia and Lexington , for
instance, he changed his initial plan in response to the character of the sites. The students who worked with
him therefore had the opportunity of seeing esthetic decisions in the making. His basic materials, earth-filled
sacks, were ordained ahead of time, but their configurations shifted according to the environment.
An artist usually creates a work of art in private, more or less, in the absence of his audience. What we see
when the work is exhibited is the end-state. This is the customary form of the transaction between artist and
others. However, it is now possible , as in this project, to share with the expectant audience the experience of
making art on a real-time basis . Access to art at a pre-formal level is not an isolated experience in an academic
context. On the contrary it has analogues in other areas , such as the growth and development (G&D)
information available in the literature of art. Starting in 1949, for example, Art News published a series, " X
Paints a Picture" that gave the magazine's readers the feeling of sharing the once-secluded process of
creation. Recently the series of books , " Art in Context, " each one devoted to a single work of art, has
demonstrated the complexity of process rather than the finality of the end-state. We are shown the work
process as a volatile entity finding its form as one of various possibilities. Instead of the ideal of inevitable form,
assumed in traditional esthetics, we have the description of an open-ended process and a chain of adaptive
decisions. The occupation of artist is a prestigeful one, partly as a result of the grandeur of nineteenth century
claims for art, but as cameras and students enter the studio, or as the artist moves outside it, this is changed.
The artist as seer becomes the artist as leader; genius is socialized and tested by the ability to carry others
through the creative act. The artist is judged not only by his ability to produce work that satisfies a canon of
end-state formality but by the capacity for process-sharing. The work process itself is subject to enquiry,
measurement, socialization.
In Steir's work there is an easy relationship between the mark, that is the basic gestural trace, and the grid, the
overall ordering device that stabilizes the marks at mural scale. She produced four murals, each one on a
different site, but all providing full opportunities for both collaboration and control. The fact that the basic
element is the mark rather than the line, assuming line to be more culturally weighted and learned, means that
anybody can work with the artist. The fact that the medium is pencil imposes a limit on the magnitude of any
single gesture and the fact that the whole is geometrically contained in a series of panels ensures architectural
composure. AutographiC marks combined with words selected by the artist declare the connection between
6

writing and drawing . Working with the artist on these murals must have involved a maximum entrance to the
work process, a kind of graffiti. Graffiti is characterized by slow growth : as time passes the marks in a place
accumulate. It is the overall density of messages that is significant , not notable individual contributions . Steir's
method of work enables her to turn graffiti into the expression of interpersonal relations and to organize the
marks with the rapidity of the single artist, rather than the casual impulses of the tribe. There seems to be a
connection between responsiveness to site , which provides the first information that the artist has to cope with
in a new project, and successful collaboration with students on the spot. Both the place and the students are
elements to be incorporated in the work to be done.
It has been suggested that with " mundane means" Hamrol creates a "special sanctum ," but I am not so sure
that conventional transcendence theory really applies to him. At Long Beach he made two curved walls,
nowhere higher than two feet, of sacks loosely filled with top-soil. At Wright State University he made two
right-angled wedges of sandbags , pOintedly subdued in scale, and adopted by students at leisure for leaning
against and reclining upon. At Kentucky there were two tapering circular walls with a small secluded interior. At
Moore College he found that the ni neteen-by-thirty-inch bags with seventy pounds of sand used elsewhere
were out of scale with the setting. To accommodate his work to the site he switched to three-by-five-inch bags
of white cotton with red stitching and yellow drawstrings. These revisions are not the moves of an artist seeking
traditional uplift. On the contrary his purpose seems to be to sink his sculpture deeply into the quotidian, where
its meaning rests in a Franciscan refusal to shine ; it is with ostentatious modesty that he occupies space . A
doorway in the rain, a park bench or chess table under the trees , a grotto, these are the worldly analogues of
his sculpture. Perhaps the area of physical contact that Hamrol seeks is less that of collaboration than of public
involvement, when the completed work awaits recognition and use. His sense of place is acute but the function
of his helpers seems to be to fill bags and tie them , rather than to make much discretionary input themselves to
the unfolding project.
Hamrol's works belong to the third phase of Earthworks. First is the period of theoretical formulation and
expendable works (1968-69) ; second is the monumental on-site phase (1969-1973) ; and third , [low, is the
high-access phase. This consists of works of various sizes but with a persistent connection to leisure and play,
as at Artpark, Lewiston , New York, or the exhibition " Sculpture Sited " at the Nassau Community Fine Arts
Center, Roslyn , New York . The later works are tender , not sublime ; physical , not theoretical ; inventive , not
grand.
The environmental works undertaken in this project were anticipated by a number of exhibitions arranged by
William Spurlock at the Wright State University Art Galleries, such as Robert Irwin's installation (1974) , Steven
Antonakos' (1975) , Vito Acconci's (1976), and Barry Le Va's (1977) . In these shows the artist confronted the
space and acted responsively and it is in the domain of response that we need to consider the present
program. Each work was created for a specific situation , the boundaries of which characterised the work
profoundly.
Lawrence Alloway

Notes
For example , John Steuart Curry was at the College of Agriculture , University of Wisconsin , in 1936.
J.C. Faris. " 'Occasions' and 'Non-Occasions'," in Rules and Meanings . Editor, Mary Douglas. Penguin
Books , 1973. p. 56.
3 Dianne Vanderlip . Report from Moore College of Art, Philadelphia.
4 W.T. Singleton . Man-Machine Systems . Penguin Books, 1974. p. 69.
5 Barbara Noah. Report from California State University at Long Beach.
6 Vanderlip . Op.Cit.
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SIAH ARMAJANI
For several years Siah Armajani has been designing and building spatial environments
which serve to reinforce or, most often , to present possible conceptual alternatives to the
individual's environmental and perceptual expectations and predilections. The four projects
which are catalogued here generate from Armajani's most recent project in which he is
exploring philosophically and politically motivated concepts of space and the relationship of
the individual to the space. Departing from the treatises of Thomas Jefferson and other early
democratic philosophical writings, Armajani is exploring his concept of what he considers to
be an ideal "Jeffersonian Democratic Space." At each of the four schools he presented the
ideas for and one of the three structures of his Thomas Jefferson's House.

Siah Armajani Thomas Jefferson 's House, The Main House (North View) . Model , 1977.
Courtesy of the artist.

If we were messengers our messages became meaningful when we were received by some
and accepted by others. And since ideas became the carrier of a work's content the cir
cumstances in which we were to act depended upon others' assumptions.
This Cooperative Workshop established perimeters for those assumptions. My fellow artists
gave it equilibrium and along the way many good people, both students and faculty, made
my task easy.
Best wishes for its continuance.
Siah Armajani
11

Siah Armajani at Wright State University, November 1-5, 1976
Siah Armajani was in residence at Wright State University during the week of November 1,
1976. The workshop phase of his residency occurred in two parts which began after a
lecture concerning his work given on the first day of the residency to art students, faculty,
and other interested persons.
Part one of the residency was comprised of the installation of the " East Wing" (or "Night
Wing") of his Thomas Jefferson's House (the entire house comprises three wings) which
had been shipped from his studio in Minneapolis. With the cooperation of the Dayton City
Beautiful Council , the structure was erected by Armajani , students, and faculty on the
Courthouse Square Plaza, a central location in downtown Dayton , which is completely
removed from the university context. The piece remained in the public space through
November. Information received from persons who traversed the square frequently or daily
indicated that they thought the project was "very worthwhile" and hoped (although they all
expressed a lack of understanding of the work) that such public exhibitions would continue.
This part of the workshop involved seventeen people in the installation and countless
thousands as viewers .
The second phase of the residency occurred at Wright State where Armajani held a two-day
exercise directed toward the involvement of the forty-seven participants in the recognition of
their individual perceptions of two spaces in which they have lived . The problem set by the
artist was to project two locations and to connect them with a bridge which peculiarizes the
locations; "location contains space , space contains places, places contain nearness and
farness , both of which may be expressed in intervals or distances (mathematically or per
ceptually). " At Armajani's suggestion, each participant made a very simple blueprint or
drawing of a room in which they once lived , the re-creation of which would require the use of
their memories. The room that they currently occupy was then drawn in the same manner
and the two were connected by a hallway. The rooms and hallway were then built out of
cardboard and notations were placed in the micro-environments to indicate where the
furnishings, decorations, and lighting sources were and are. The hallway or " bridge" be
tween the two environments became a tangible metaphor of the time , space , and perceptual
links between the individual's two locations.
The " East Wing" of Thomas Jefferson 's House , installed downtown, indicated what Arma
jani recognizes as a "Jeffersonian-ideal " space-a contemporary abstraction of Jefferso
nian spatial properties. The workshop at Wright State investigated the perceived spatial
properties of the participants' own private environments, a personal exercise directed to the
recognition of the complexities of their own perceptions .
William Spurlock
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Siah Armajani at California State University, November 29-December 3, 1976
Siah Armajani's residency at CSULB was structured to guide the participants through a
series of lectures and discussions related to sculptural form and architectural space. The
discussions were culminated by the construction of conceptual architectural models by the
individual participants.
After an introductory slide lecture, the first discussion revolved around "Democratic and
Marxist Architectural Space." Armajani included an historical account of political events
related to architecture; he sought to define the term space, the area(s) in which the indi
vidual functions, how the area is created through the individual's efforts and how it is limited
by the socio-political structure in which one exists. Armajani compared the concepts of
American democratic architectural space design in the Jeffersonian sense, and Marxist
space design. He pointed out some of the similarities, rather than the differences between
the two philosophies. The questions raised served as a specific point of departure for a
broad consideration of the selection, manipulation, and creation of architectural space.
One seminar related to personal measurement and began with an example of space organi
zation planning developed by one African tribe. When a young man requests a parcel of
land, the council of the tribe convenes and inquires whether he has a wife and child. If he
does not, his request for property is usually denied and he is told to return when he is
married and has a child old enough to work with his father's help. When the requirements
are met, the council agrees that he is now ready to own property. In order to decide on the
dimensions of his segment of the village, the council and the young man, his wife, and child
meet at the proposed site. Once there, the young man takes his child by the hand, takes a
deep breath, and begins to walk along the boundary between his land and his neighbor's.
He may walk only as fast as his child, and only so long as his one breath lasts-then he
stops. The distance he has walked with the child in one breath becomes the measurement
by which his property will be squared. The explorations of the determinations of architectural
space ranged during the seminar from measurement by such meaningful methods as the
biological approach of the African tribe, to the choice of construction sites through divine
prophecy.
Examples were not confined to strictly traditional architectural situations and seemed readily
applicable to all creative arts, whether within the confines of an art department or the larger
confines of a fine arts school (theater, dance, music, or film) or even beyond to the university
as a whole. Thus what had begun as seminars dedicated to the understanding of architec
tural space become more widely adaptable and beneficial to all who attended.
Armajani introduced new concepts, he referred to reference material which interested par
ticipants could explore at greater depth, and at the close of his seminars, this list had grown
quite extensive. The sources, like the discussions, offered many stimulating alternatives to
understanding and interpreting the world around us .
The last day of the seminars the participants undertook a project focusing these various
concepts on individual architectural models in which they could manifest in physical terms
the verbal information they had collected. These models were conceptual in nature and
although not highly successful as completed products, they were at least constructed with a
new sense of awareness.
Armajani's enthusiasm and commitment absorbed and involved the participants. An active
interchange of ideas opened new subject areas and spawned a rare and rewarding learning
experience.
Stacy Dukes and Kevin Boyle
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Siah Armajani at Moore College of Art, January 24-28, 1977
Siah Armajani is an artist who prior to his one-week workshop at the Moore College of Art
was virtually unknown to Philadelphians.
By the end of his visit, word had spread throughout the other five art schools in the city that
some important, authentic ideas were developing at the Moore College as a result of a very
intense series of four lectures delivered by Armajani , titled The Shape of Content in Democ
racy . When Siah arrived at the college, he met with thirty students and gave a slide lecture
on his previous work, thoroughly explaining the relationship he feels between ethics and
aesthetics. As a result of the first lecture , several students chose to help him construct a
model of a section of his Thomas Jefferson 's House . The model, an architectural maze-like
construction made of cardboard and wood , painted white, is part of a scheme which Arma
jani has been involved in for several years. The building of the model was , of course , a good
experience for the students for all the obvious reasons . They were able to work closely with
an artist, watching and helping him translate his words into a material form, they forced
themselves to keep up with Siah 's furious pace-starting early in the morning , working until
late at night-and had a part in considering and building a kind of structure they had never
before imagined.
I certainly would not want to underestimate the experience shared in the building of the
model , but the students could have gotten essentially the same experience working with any
number of artists.
In Siah's case, his absolutely unique energy, presence and ideas as expressed in his
lectures and studio visits , became the most meaningful aspect of his workshop. Moore
College of Art is essentially a studio school which offers a limited amount of philosophy and
aesthetics. This was the first time the students ever heard an artist describe his/her work in
terms of the ethics of an idea, and the implications of ethics and aesthetics in a Jeffersonian
sense, and how those implications could be manifested in their work.
One ingredient which made his week on campus so significant is that our students, like
others throughout the country, find the basis for almost all of their working and thinking in the
pages of the current art magazines. It was quite extraordinary to our students, with their
close proximity to New York, that an artist like Siah would actually choose to live and work in
Minneapolis.
Armajani shared generously with the students. His ideas on human dignity, freedom, com
mitment to bettering the society and the content of space in a democrary as he defines it in
his art, conveyed to the students totally new information about the importance of integrating
the many selves . . . the artist as politiCian, as philosopher, as object maker and freedom
fighter.
Dianne Vanderlip
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Siah Armajani at the University of Kentucky. April 4-8. 1977
Siah indicated that he would build a one-third scale model of the west wing of his Thomas
Jefferson 's House-a large multilevel environmental structure articulating subjective en
hancement of architectural behavior, dealing with relationships between architectural
events and reactive audience sensibilities.
The complete house will be a building-scale group of environmental sets exemplifying
quasi-architectural space awareness and sensitivity phenomena.

•

•

During Siah's presentations to the department, he spoke on the development of his interest
in social space, and his ideas concerning the implications of architectural design and form
for social behavior and policies. He feels that many elements in currently developing Ameri
can social awareness are sympathetic to Jeffersonian democratic principles and refers to
Thomas Jefferson's house as a manifestation, qualifying in ' social and behavioral terms,
aspects of Jeffersonian political philosophy. Among other references , Siah pOinted out the
simple exterior geometry. the isolation of interior connecting functions, the segregation of
social and private areas, and the close association of living and working spaces.
Siah's Thomas Jefferson 's House is to stand as his equivalent in a contemporary frame of
reference-though not intended as functional architecture-a place where sensitivity to
abstracted perceptual features of the structural definition of spatial domains can be
appreciated.
The model of the west wing was completed in three days and installed in the Reynolds
building on campus . Siah applied a schematic plan of the proposed complete house on a
display wall adjacent to the model, indicating the west wing detail.
Derrick Woodham
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LARRY BELL
Larry Bell is known primarily as a sculptor who has pioneered the artistic uses of vacuum depositing chemical
films on glass and creating objects and environments which explore visual and spatial perception. The four
projects presented here are based on the concept of the relativity of an individual 's position in a specific space
to the position of the origin of sounds determining the order in which the individual perceives (hears) the
sounds; that depending upon the physical dynamics of the space (and possibly upon the nature of the
sounds) the sounds arrive at specific locations at different times and in different order. Bell's process at each of
the four schools was constant. The spaces were different and the positions of the individuals within those
spaces was different, providing for a new audio/perceptual experience at each location. This exploration into
acoustics , spaces, and sound was a prototype which Bell intends to continue and possibly to publish , in record
or tape form, the recordings of this project's activity.

28

•
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When first asked to participate in the project, I found myself quite intrigued by the possibility of an ongoing
activity (with defined time limitations), but many varied inputs from the different students working at different
institutions, in distinctly different parts of the country. The possibilities for anything exciting were quite good. As
the time drew closer to begin my actual participation , I found myself being totally engaged in work other than
sculptural kinds of considerations , which I was sure was the reason that I was asked to participate in the first
place-i.e., I am known to be a sculptor. The activities included raising funds for my new studio, outfitting the
studio, and building same studio. For what I would call total relaxation the activity that I relied on mainly was
secluding myself in a small room in my house , and spacing out on the playing of a 12-string guitar that was
made for me several years ago by a very dear friend .
For the last four years , when in the privacy of a small , confined place, with no one around, I found myself
developing a unique composition on the 12-string guitar. As it drew nearer to the time that I was to go to Wright
State for my first visit, the distance between myself and sculptural kinds of things was too great to surmount, in
the five days given at each institution. So, I decided to use the instrument and the composition that I had been
working on , and attempt to develop an interesting format for an activity that would engage these differing
inputs that I knew to be inherent in the project-i.e., the different students and attitudes.
I attempted to reduce the composition to its lowest common denominator, which was a two-octave descending
scale. In playing this scale repeatedly in this small room at my house, which had highly absorbent adobe walls,
I suspected that there was more going on in the room than I was in a position to appreciate totally from the
position of being the instrumentalist.
The project then became quite clear: I would go to each institution, secure a small room , and play the
two-octave descending scales repeatedly in the presence of whoever wished to be there, until I could no
longer play it, for whatever reason. I would then attempt to engage the persons who stuck it out, each day, in a
dialogue concerning what they perceived of the space.
Let me clarify one main pOint: I felt that the participation had little or nothing to do with music. It had to do with
delivering a series of tonal energies into a defined space, and seeing how those tonal energies altered the
perception of the space by those who were present. I am not a musician ; I am not a proficient guitarist. The
two-octave descending scales were the simplest way for me to use the instrument with any degree of
proficiency.
What I found in each room each day was different. As I began playing the instrument and delivering tones into
the room , the tones would be delivered into the space with a certain type of focus that was dependent on the
geometry of the instrument. The geometry of the room affected those tonal energies in very specific ways. As
the tones swept across the room , they would bounce off the wall which the guitar was facing. I attempted to
play these two-octave scales with the same attack meter continuously, with as little variation as possible. As I
continued to deliver these tones into the room , the sound energies began to stack up as the room became full.
At the point where the tones were colliding because of the amount in the room , they would fractionate. And ,
depending on the particular geometry of the room , would stratify. In other words , the tones found the areas of
the room that were sympathetic to their frequencies, and that's where they hung out.
It was possible to hear certain tonal values in some areas of the space , and not in others. As the room
continued to fill , the colliding tones and fractionating tones, would create overtones, or sounds that were not
produced by the guitar but were produced by the room . After around 20 minutes of continuous delivery into the
space, you could not hear the guitar at all. The only thing audible was the sound of the room . The space
became the total source of the audible tonal energies. Because of the unique geometry of each space , each
space sounded different. I attempted to play the same thing exactly, each day, at each location. We taped all of
the meetings, and discussions, and I am now in the process of editing the tapes to be a clear and concise
picture of what I have described.
Larry Bell
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Larry Bell at Wright State University, February 21-25, 1977
Larry Bell began his residency at Wright State by meeting with art department students and explaining to them
what he planned to do. He indicated that he was interested in the sharing of ideas through projects which are
personal in nature. Rather than pursuing a sculpture project as part of his residency, he wished to do a very
different thing-to share his personal concerns and working methods with people on a nonverbal level. Bell
said, " It is rougher to jump into the arena with people and the work than to remove oneself from the exhibition ,
because of the total uncertainty of the dialogue and the interaction that may develop. You take a chance when
you leave your private place and open yourself up to exposing a personal aspect of yourself, rather than just
showing a piece of sculpture , which only exhibits how one thinks things should look and may not be a personal
experience."
Bell began the first meeting with the students by speaking of rubbing his hands together causing heat which is
then immediately dissipated throughout the room as being analogous to the transfer of his energy through the
playing of his 12-string guitar. He chose to play 16 notes which were organized into digressing octave ranges
which did not resemble music or melody, thus removing that possible association. The artist and the partici
pants (averaging 15) met each afternoon for four consecutive days in a classroom measuring approximately 20'
x 30'. The measurements and composition (cinderblock and glass) are important to Bell's activity because of
an issue of primary importance to his residency : to attempt to display to the students that because of the
acoustics of the room , they would hear different sound rhythms and may experience different energy patterns
depending on which position they chose in the room . Bell played his 16 notes for as long as he possibly could
and until he was exhausted physically or until his concentration waned . He played for approximately one hour
from the same position in the room each day.
He hoped that the students would externalize what was inside them in response to what he was doing . During
the four-day workshop little verbal dialogue occurred . One week later the students were asked about their
experience. Some indicated that they clearly recognized or perceived a change in energy patterns when they
altered their positions in the room while others, who remained in the same positions internalized Bell's playing
of the 16 notes almost as if they represented their personal mantras. All of the partiCipants indicated that they
found the time rewarding because they had had an opportunity to be active in the recipience of a nonverbal
communication between artist and public. The communicative transfer was of interest structurally, but the
partiCipants indicated that they intuitively gained knowledge about the artist that they would not have been
privy to if the exchange had been on a verbal basis.
William Spurlock
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Larry Bell at the University of Kentucky, February 28-March 4, 1977
His proposal: a sound discipline-musical form on descending C scale for two octaves played on an acoustical
guitar with a strummed base rhythm . He chose a small 12' x 20' lecture room for its resonant response to his
sound. Four microphones were dispersed to collect sound from all points in the room . The furniture was moved
to create an open , common space for Larry and the participants.
The group had signed as participants during the course of four presentations made to student groups: the four
performances were scheduled for 4 p.m. from Tuesday through Friday.
The First Performance : playing time approximately one hour: the musical design placed the last three notes on
the down scale beyond the guitar's low range, and were transposed two octaves higher. The scale was
accompanied by an up-beat strummed rhythm which persisted within the continuous playing of the scale . One
of the group had brought some instruments-noise makers .
The sound resonance and harmonic density created a medium of specific character dense enough to insulate
subdued reaction and communication in the group. The first reactive event consisted of occasional attacks on
the sound rhythm with other sounds and resonance humming.
The Second Performance : nOisemaking continued-rhythmic mechanical from an operating stenograph dup
licator, and occasional disruptive attacks on the music medium-slamming furniture , scattering paper
physical release events. Plans were discussed for interpretive definition of response to the sound ambience.
The Third Performance: continuing response, continuous play and replay of underwater film , ball bearings
scattered : the film image directed in exploration of room surfaces, deflected, inverted, set into the context of
the artist.
The Fourth Performance: Larry spoke on his involvement with the 12-string guitar, and how the descending
scale acted for him as a musical base from which he developed improvisational themes. He demonstrated this ,
interrelated with references to the scale. The scale had begun his performance relationship with the guitar.
Derrick Woodham
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Larry Bell at Moore College of Art, March 14-18, 1977
Larry Bell came to Moore on March 14, 1977, with guitar in hand . His project was a nonvisual art piece, through
which he explored with the students involved a different creative area, sound .
Bell did not want to impose his thinking upon the students so he chose not to build a " Larry Bell" sculpture or
discuss his work in great length. He wanted the students to participate in the experience equally together with
him rather than to design roles of teacher or student. He demanded that they require him to benefit also from
the shared experience, and to learn directly from the mutual learning process.
Larry created an environment for his project in which each participant (including himself) shared an equal
amount of information pertaining to what was expected to occur during his week on campus .
The activity mainly consisted of Larry playing a series of continuous scales on the guitar until he could no
longer play (generally lasting anywhere from one to two hours) . The length of time Larry played depended
upon the environment and his physical stamina per day. Each session was taped . Some students slept
through the tapings; some made visual associations with the sounds, while others crawled on the floor trying to
find areas in the room where various sounds had remained .
His project worked in such a way that the participants' reaction affected his performance/reaction as well as
affecting the participants' performance/reaction . The natural phenomenon which occurred between the activity
of sound contained in a closed or controlled space and its effect upon the persons or objects in that space was
the starting point for Larry's exploration. The sound took on different meanings defined by the various activity
each member of the day's group joined in or displayed. It became almost animated assuming its own very
particular identity.
The uniqueness of Larry's project is seen clearly in the fact that the final piece was not completed while he was
at Moore. The tapes that were accumulated from all the colleges (including the three other colleges participat
ing in the project) went home with Larry. There they will be edited and put together in record form .
In a traditional sense, the project had no beginning or end. No one involved was working toward a finished
product/piece as was the case with the other artists in the program. Larry's sensitivity and total honesty
created an attitude of trust which allowed the project to take form .
Deborah J. Allen
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Larry Bell at California State University, March 21-25, 1977
Although Larry Bell felt that he was selected to participate in the workshop program on the basis of his ability
as a sculptor, he said that the time limit, one week in one place , precluded his doing anything that involved the
sculpture medium. He stated that he did not make decisions quickly, and that it took him some time to become
acquainted with each new place and situation. Therefore , he decided to formulate a project around an area of
interest which not only occupies him now, but has always been of personal concern . Bell plays the guitar. He
collects guitars and other stringed instruments. He said he does not consider himself a musician, or a
performer. He had never performed as part of an art experience prior to the workshops. His project in Gallery A
had nothing to do with music per se. Rather, it had to do with being able to identify tonal matrixes which take
place in any given small space. More specifically , it had to do with sound, space , and a particular instrument
with extraordinary acoustical properties-a 12-string guitar made for Bell by a friend. The quality of the
instrument activated Bell's perception of the tonal matrixes. All the decisions he made about the presentation
came from physical feelings that, inthe beginning , he had no way of understanding. He originally noticed these
feelings while playing for periods of time in a small room in his adobe house in New Mexico-a room with no
flat surfaces and no right angles. He met several persons involved in acoustical engineering and physics who
explained that what he was feeling was exactly what happened-the tones stacked up, and tried to find a place
where they could " hang out. "
For the workshop , chairs were placed in random order, four microphones were situated in various parts of the
room , and a four-track tape recorder was used to document the sounds, and more importantly the discussions
which took place after Bell finished playing. The lighting was subdued and there was ample space for
spectators to wander around. The acoustics of the room itself added a semi-echo and richness to any sound
within it. On Monday and Tuesday Bell gave an orientation talk in the gallery which he required those persons
wishing to participate in the workshop to attend. A tape of those sessions was available to those with schedule
conflicts , so that they might also be able to participate later in the week. In the orientation sessions Bell told the
students what he was going to do, the theories behind it, and what to look for while they were in the room . He
said that a person probably would not consider the project very interesting or dynamic unless that person
participated "to try and find out what was going on ." He said once these things "were felt," they could be very
dynamic. He played 16 tones, two octaves , essentially a chord progression of descending notes . Played long
enough in a small room , they bounced from the walls (like ripples in water) conflicting with new notes. The
tones must find a place to exist and therefore migrated to places where the frequencies of the geometry of the
room were sympathetic to the frequencies of the tone. Bell suggested that the students wander around the
room and " make sense out of it" from their own perception and space. He said that after a certain amount of
time the actual energies that one would witness would be greater from peripheral experiences than from focal
ones. "You should be able to put your hand a couple of centimeters away from the surface of a wall and
actually feel the surface vibrate." The artist described the work as sensate. The things going on in the room
were supplied by him for others to feel through their senses, not for mental deliberation or understanding of
physlcs or acoustics. The discussions were lively, persoos moved with great intent to different parts of the
room during the performance, and no one was at a loss for questions. One question Bell must have been
asked a thousand times was , did he plan to incorporate a sound or vibratory reaction in glass or sculpture
pieces? The answer was no.
Perhaps the most fruitful aspect of Bell's visit to the Long Beach campus was his exchange with the students.
He visited a 20th century art class during the week on two occasions, once to discuss his work in Gallery A and
once to discuss his sculpture; he held open discussions and answered many questions. His interaction with
the students in the art department, through his piece and workshops, as well as through speaking engage
ments seemed to be more important than the project itself; therein lay the real value of his visit-the students'
personal contact with Larry Bell, himself.
Linda van Akin
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Each of the four pieces that Lloyd Hamrol built for this program were composed of degrada
ble materials which were, with the exception of the burlap bags, indigenous to the sites. The
descri ptions of each project, which follow, describe the process of the participants in the
completion of the works. It is important to an understanding of these four works that we
recognize the transient nature of the materials employed . In each case the materials of the
sculpture degraded naturally or became the victims of a public activity directed toward their
destruction. Part of what Hamrol explores in this work is the active interrelationship of the
sculpture and the audience. This interrelationship coupled with concerns of design , place
ment within the site , the process of building , and subsequent public utilization provide the
basis of understanding and appreciation .

I wake up a little when my work is vandalized. It happens sometimes. It happened during the
period of this program , and elsewhere.
Otherwise . . .
I live in a dream in which my ideal audience is like me, alienated from the industrial
cityscape , too long out of nature's embrace to know the way back and deeply hungering for
experiences which will make us feel whole , which will help mend our torn psyches .
I live in a dream in which I believe I am making work that will satisfy this hunger, that will heal
these wounds . . . a dream in which people come to my work with a sense of excitement
and curiosity and gladness, the way one would come upon a tree or a stream in the midst of
a desert or upon an old friend on a strange and deserted street.
I live in a dream in which sharing power is in everyone's best interest, in which the few act
with concern for the many and the many for the few . A dream in which we all understand
what it is we must do, and in doing what we understand we experience infinite increase, the
awakening of stones , we expand and empower each other's lives.
I live in a dream . . .
Lloyd Hamrol
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Lloyd Hamrol at California State University, September 12-18, 1976
Lloyd Hamrol's dual participation in the Wright State University Artist-In-Residence Program
and in Beyond the Artist's Hand , an exhibition organized by the 1976 Museum Studies
Class at California State University Long Beach, served to focus attention on transient
outdoor sculpture of nontraditional materials. Conspicuous and unusual , "Soft Walls (for
Long Beach)" became a unifying force in the university community . During the construction
of the sculpture located in the busy central quad, Hamrol's presence attracted much atten
tion , as his actions piqued the curiosity of students, faculty, and staff who passed by daily.
He was constantly approached by inquisitive observers, many of whom became willing
participants in the project. Hamrol obligingly answered repeated questions about the shape
of the structure , its likeness to bunker and levee fortifications , his use of common materials
(burlap bags filled with topsoil). and his arduous regime.
Approximately 30 cubic yards of topsoil and 750 burlap bags were used in the Long Beach
work. Volunteer students worked in crews, to assist filling, tying , loading, and bringing the
units to the sculpture site from the work area at the lower campus . Spirits were temporarily
dampened by an unfortunate rainstorm (in California, in September!) which ruined some
materials, so the initial plan was revised to better accommodate the circumstances. The
selection of the site as well as decisions regarding size and dimension were critical , for
Hamrol was especially conscious of the relationship of the outdoor space to the sculpture,
the need for the structure to be compatible with the existing landscape and architecture, and
the importance of its placement in relation to audience accessibility and pedestrian traffic
patterns. He anticipated a range of viewer-sculpture relationships, and adjusted the physical
scale of the walls accordingly.
At the site , narrow irregular asphalt pathways intersect under the shade of two large trees.
This crossroad , covered by dense crossing branches overhead , was accented by Hamrol's
construction of two unobtrusive curved walls. Within his implied theater people explored the
work, and lingered in its intimate space. Because the sculpture was on a human scale
(ground level to 2'), and was of a material which alluded to protection and safeguards, it did
not convey the sense of a walled fortification but of gentle shelter for campus community
activities. It became a landmark-a meeting place, an open-air classroom-tacitly fulfilling
Hamrol's intentions of projecting social usefulness into outdoor sculpture.
" Soft Walls (for Long Beach)" was intended to undergo normal processes of weathering and
deterioration, and with the rotting of the bags , finally return to a mound of dirt. The dirt was
removed from the quad on December 29, 1977, and donated to the campus groundskeep
ing facility for use in planting and landscape.
The transformation of a commonplace situation into an aesthetic experience manifests the
sensibility of an artist concerned with the social and psychological value of contemporary
sculpture. That the artist chose to alter a relatively mundane locale, through very ordinary
materials and elementary means, into a special sanctum , reveals a temperament aware of
the subjective conscience of the '70s. Hamrol's sculptures have predicted and reinforced
attitudes of a sharing sensibility, inviting public partiCipation and audience involvement.
Barbara Wilson
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Lloyd Hamrol at Wright State University, April 4-8, 1977
During the month of February 1977, Lloyd Hamrol ordered the materials for his workshop at
Wright State, scheduled for the week of April 4. The materials consisted of 1,000 burlap
bags measuring 19" x 30" each , one-third of which were to be used at Wright State, one-third
at Kentucky, and the rest at Philadelphia (these specific bags subsequently were not used in
Philadelphia). Each bag was to be filled with "about 70 Ibs. of dry, coarse or sandy soil and
tied with twine about 6" below the top in an even gathering of the fabric, leaving slack space
inside the bag" (Hamrolletter 2-24-77) . With the help of university physical plant employees,
the bags were filled by students and faculty with soil indigenous to the campus.
Hamrol arrived on campus , selected a site for the installation, gave a slide lecture about his
work, and then began construction . With the assistance of students and faculty, the installa
tion required five full working days. Hamrol decided upon a design for the piece which
encompassed a full consideration of the architecture and landscape of the site. The site
itself was central to the university and is known as the Quadrangle. Each component of the
sculpture (each bag) was carefully shaped and meticulously placed under the artist's
direction.
Those who worked on the installation with Hamrol had the opportunity for direct contact with
the artist and gained invaluable professional experience from their close working relation
ship. The sculpture which echoed and reinforced the architecture of the site was sub
sequently utilized as an integral component of the Quadrangle environment by the
thousands of students who occupy the site between classes during temperate spring
weather.
William Spurlock
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Lloyd Hamrol at the University of Kentucky , April 11-15, 1977
Lloyd selected a site in the botanical gardens, a main recreation area and pedestrian
throughway on campus. The site was a flat , circular, elevated area at one end of the open
lawn , about 10" higher than the surrounding ground and with a diameter of around 16'.
During his introduction of the project, Lloyd spoke about his interest in the social interplay
generated by his work and the working process he was using for the workshops. He wanted
to produce a structure which would act as a center of attraction, and encourage physical
participation by the potential audience. People climbing on the work would be .able to enter a
small interior space which would afford a degree of privacy. His first proposal for the site was
to build a tapered five-feet-high circular wall , with the interior space filled and formed into an
elevated bowl large enough to contain one or two people.
On the first day the workshop group learned ways of forming and packing the sacks. Lloyd
tested various resolutions of his idea to the site and materials, and some preliminary con
struction was begun. However, Lloyd was not satisfied with the scale of the developing
structure, and decided to look for modifications to the work which would provide more
interior space. His revised plan was that the installation would consist of a closed compound
contained by two overlapping curved walls, which could be entered by climbing the sides of
the walls, or walking down the inclined ramps formed by the profile of each wall.
Construction was completed in two and one-half days. We were very pleased with the
generally positive response and the extent of audience participation the installation enjoyed
both during and after the workshop.
Derrick Woodham
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Lloyd Hamrol at Moore College of Art, April 18-22, 1977
The project that Hamrol had originally conceived for the Moore College workshop was totally revised
after he was informed that because we had an urban campus we would have difficulty accommodat
ing the proposal he offered. His original intent, which was to directly relate to the projects he had done
at the other three schools, was to fill 333 bags each with 70 pounds of sand and use those bags as
the building material of his sculpture. When he was advised that the only place we could offer him to
build his project was a 50' x 70' delicately landscaped courtyard which is often used as a center for
social activities and relaxation by the students and faculty he chose to drastically modify his plan.
Hamrol has often been quoted as saying he wants to integrate his work into the environment in such a
way as to not alienate the viewers , but instead to make them more comfortable in the experiencing of
that environment. It was gratifying to learn how totally consistent his spoken and written philosophy
about the work is with the reality of the doing of his work. Realizing that if he executed his original
concept it would have destroyed the fragility of the courtyard and perhaps alienated the people who
use the courtyard , he instead developed a new idea, consistent with his philosophy and consistent
with the intimate architectural qualities of the courtyard .
When he arrived on campus he met with the students and explained the new project to them. He
intended, with their help, to fill 2000 3" by 5" bags with sand and to use the filled bags to construct a
16" x 72" soft cylinder in the courtyard. The bags were made of off-white cotton with red stitching
around the hem at the open end, through which two ends of a yellow drawstring extended. The
drawstring used to close the bags would be left to hang free on the outside of the cylinder. Hoping to
create a piece that would somehow relate to each of them personally, he encouraged them to tie or
attach some personal object to the drawstrings after the cylinder was constructed .
With that in mind he and the students set up an assembly line in the college cafeteria and proceeded
to fill and tie the bags. It took about two days to complete this part of the process , and perhaps in
some ways this activity was the most significant for the students. It was during this activity that they
began to understand, maybe for the first time , the incredible tediousness of process an artist must
sometimes experience if he/she is determined to execute a certain concept.
It was interesting to watch the students react/relate to Hamrol while the bag-filling was going on. They
were a bit confused at first by the contrast between his disarming personal style , and the obsessive
determination and discipline he required of himself to complete the project. Their confusion became
clarity as they began to understand how the apparently contradictory elements of both the artist and
the work in fact become the whole of both the artist and the work.
After the bag-filling-tying was accomplished, Hamrol gave an evening lecture on the development of
his work over the past ten years . This lecture, attended by about 150 students from all the art schools
in the city, gave the students considerable insights into understanding that, even though the aesthetic
concerns of Hamrol's work have changed considerably over the years, his approach to the work has
not really changed , but has instead developed to incorporate new modes of physical expression.
The next day Hamrol began to construct the cylinder. The actual building of the cylinder had to be
accomplished by himself, as the placement of each bag was very crucial to whether or not such a tall
narrow cylinder could stand.
As mentioned before, the cylinder was being built in a much-used courtyard space . . . a space that
over the years had developed its own uses and energy. The addition of a foreign element such as
Hamrol proposed could have been a disaster, as there was a strong possibility that the sculpture
would be so alien in the delicate space that it would never look as if it belonged there. However, the
new energy emitted in the building of the piece , which began to look like a celebrative votive totem ,
extremely sensuous because of the soft look of the bags and the hanging yellow threads that moved
very slightly as they were touched by the wind , created a situation which was playful without being
frivolous and exciting without being overpowering . The whole project served to make the people
involved with and using the space experience it in a way they had never before experienced it.
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Of importance to an understanding and appreciation of Pat Steir's work is the recognition of her sensitive
integration of drawing, painting, and poetry, and her understanding of the symbols with which we communicate
in our private and public contexts. The projects catalogued here are unlike much of the work by which Steir is
known , her work on paper and her easel work, because in this program she has adopted a complex mural
format which relies on existing architectural features in the public domain . Unlike her other work , which fosters
a physically intimate viewer/work relationship because of its size (and subject matter) , these murals reside in
large, open , public spaces. The artist's process and work in this program has, however, maintained the
sensitivity and sensibility of her easel and smaller work by providing an opportunity for direct exchange
between her and students and by maintaining the integrity of her work in a larger format and in a public context,
allowing the public an opportunity to partiCipate in that intimacy .

•

The artist was unavailable for a statement.
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Pat Steir at Californ ia State University, January 24-28, 1977
Pat Steir's residency at California State University at Long Beach began with a respect for the participants'
creative autonomy that remained unabated through the completion of the mural project. She presented
herself, not as an expert, but as a guide, a harnesser and initiator of energies. Individual sensibilities of both
students and faculty flowered with hers, since she expressly wished to engender independent thinking and not
imitation.
After site selection for the mural was completed , Steir presented a series of working drawings. Students and
faculty were invited to participate in the decision-making process , although the drawings gave structure and
focus to the discussions. Steir then used the suggestions in making several working layouts suited to the mural
site. Changes were made as participants developed technical , formal , and conceptual insights about the
plans.
The mural grounds were then prepared, and alterations were made in the materials selected according to the
surface character of the outdoor wall. It was painted off-white to match portions of the adjacent buildings. The
wall was punctuated by a large, solid section of gallery and office doors and windows on the lower right, and, in
an analysis of the divisions of the structure, a modular system was developed. A visibly apparent substructur
ing of the wall (five units across, three down) in which quite literal elements of a line drawing would be placed
was planned.
Once the system was organized, measuring and marking began . At this pOint, anticipation of the drawing
process tempered the tedium of preparation. Everyone had had a part in planning what was about to be . The
pencil grid was the holding pattern. It had to wait overnight.
Anticipation translated into energetic drawing the next day. Steir worked on a few sections while several
others, using the final working drawing as a guide, copiously wrote " Remember me, Remember me" with
china markers inside the largest rectangular area of the mural. This process of writing became the drawing .
The act itself was intuitive and automatic, the meaning in the desire to leave traces of oneself. Words
overlapped one another until the rectangle was filled with a cloud of red , yellOW, blue, and black, occasionally
readable as individual words, but dissolving into gesturally energetic field space. As on previous days, the
activity was augmented by a continously changing audience and spontaneous discussion. Untold numbers of
china markers were consumed .
The completion of the drawing on the mural was rapid, largely due to the by now thorough understanding of
and involvement with the idea. A key was drawn on it, partially as an aid to future viewers and partially as a
burst of humor from feelings of good will and accomplishment. The physical process had ended , but the
drawings' logic and simplicity, its basic but poetic character, sustained that process in the memory.
In the finished mural , the key elucidates the markmaking across the top. Scribbles and lines represent the
Mark ; letters in the alphabet the Unit ; and the repeated spelling of "word," " line," and "poem" respectively the
Symbol , the Definition , and the Construction. Be low is the spelling of " meaning ," representing itself, the totality
of the previous five sections . The large " Remember Me" rectangle is flanked by the words " Line Drawing, "
written in very careful script (the ideal) . The four corners outside the rectangle contain basic geometric
elements, the circle (red) , the triangle (yellow) , and the square (blue) , as well as the key. This entire section
represents the final statement, noted in the key, the Art, within which the previous six sections conceptually
exist. The inception and execution of the whole combined all of these elements in both rational thought and
intuitive response . The mural is about making a drawing, and its making was a manifestation of that process
and structure.
After completion of the mural, Steir showed slides of previous paintings, drawings, and murals, again present
ing her ideas without dogma to allow for independent reaction. The mural participants were present, and the
ensuing questions and discussion 'allowed others a chance to understand the whole process and its human
energy after the fact. Seeing her previous work and hearing her statements about it helped in an expansion of
the ideas inherent in the mural experience ,
Because Steir took an open attitude in allowing potential lackeys to become active partiCipants, and because
of her good-natured willingness to engage in free disc,assion during and after the making of the mural ,
everyone involved shared a respect and sustained enth\Jsiasm that lasted beyond her stay, Mutual: activity
spawned mutual reward .
Barbara Noah
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Pat Steir at the University of Kentucky, March 7-11 , 1977
The artist proposed that she would produce a mural for a public site on campus. Several prospects were
solicited in the Student Center at the M.1. King Library. The site Ms. Steir chose consisted of a symmetrical
arrangement of ten architectural panels on the walls of the main index room in the Library.
During her introductory presentation to the Art Department, Ms. Steir talked about the suitability of the site for
her recent work . This work consisted of events in drawing thematically generated around the experience of
mark-making and its evolving identities, through sets demonstrating primary image development to word
identity and word-image reinforcement. She planned to apply semantically differentiated events in this work to
different panels, so that the panels contained these elements in much the same way as they were contained
within the subdivisions produced by the vertical and horizontal lines in her drawings. The field incorporated by
the worked mural panels spread onto both adjacent walls of the index room .
In addition to the formal opportunities provided by the architectural detail of the site, Ms. Steir felt the intentions
of her work were complemented by the language-word indexing functions in continuous demonstration in the
room immediately below the mural.
The workshop itself lasted for three days. Ms. Steir supervised the execution of every stage in the production
of each panel, choosing from among the workshop group on the basis of the compatability of student re
sponses to her intentions at each point in the work, and directly applying or modifying some elements in the
mural to her satisfaction.
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Pat Steir at Moore College of Art , March 21-25, 1977
Pat Steir's project at Moore was to make a mural on an existing wall of the college with the assistance of seven
to ten students.
As she declined to give a lecture on her work, and felt that a meeting with the students that would be working
with her was unnecessary, the contact that she had with the students was immediately directed toward
working. When she arrived seven students joined her and directed her to the walls she was to work on. One
wall, 8' x 20' x 7' high, was uninterrupted and was covered with a slightly textured matte-finish plastic wall
covering. The wall facing it and creating the four-foot wide corridor in which she worked was the same length
and covered with the same wall covering , but was interrupted by four doors leading into offices.
Confronted with the walls , she and the students discussed possible ideas for execution of the mural. They
decided that the uninterrupted wall surface would hold four 30" x 30" squares , each of which would be divided
into grids. Different visual elements were to occur within the structure of each square grid. The first square
contained tight , calligraphic markings within each element of the grid, the second contained dashes, the third
contained the alphabet, one letter in each grid element, repeated until all elements had a letter, and the fourth
had the word IMAGINE repeated through the grid. The wall surrounding the 30" x 30" squares was covered
with continuous circular gesture markings, drawn by holding four pencils at one time. The wall opposite had
two similar gridded squares , but contained within their structure were tracings of cherubic cupids which were
colored in with colored pencils.
In some ways , Steir's project appeared to be the most traditional of the four visiting artists, in that she worked
with traditional materials (pencils) on a two-dimensional surface, and created the only permanent piece.
However, because of the curious confines of the space , the use of words, marks, tracing, etc., she and the
students in fact created a most untraditional environment . . . a visual environmental poem.
The students felt very positive about Steir not having any preconceived ideas of what she was going to do.
They especially liked, and were surprised by the fact that they were allowed to actually draw with her on the
piece , thereby somewhat negating the feeling of preciousness that the project might otherwise have had . They
felt that by being involved in her on-the-spot decision making they had a very intimate and direct experiential
exchange with both the artist and the making of the artwork.
Dianne Vanderlip
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Pat Steir at Wright State University, April 18-22, 1977
All of the buildings which comprise the campus at Wright State University are connected by an elaborate
system of underground tunnels or passageways designed to assist handicapped students during inclement
weather. Pat Steir chose a segment of tunnel under the Creative Arts Center as the site for her workshop
project, a three-part mural. Upon her arrival at Wright State, Steir introduced the students to her work with a
slide lecture, then they moved to the site to begin wall preparation. The three walls used are of poured
concrete composition. Areas on two of the walls were filled , sanded and painted white. The third area was left
in its natural state.
The eight students who worked with the artist masked and gridded the three areas according to Steir's
direction. The first area (see photographs) is composed of a rectangle 48" x 48", divided by 24 horizontal
graphite line divisions spaced 2" apart. Each division contains the artist's script in graphite and reads "Iine
color space art is a love poem" which is written continuously with no punctuation and seemingly no beginning
or end. The second area is composed of a rectangular area 144" x 144", corresponding to the rectangle in
area one. Around the perimeter of the black square the artist has written " line color space art is a love poem."
The third area is composed of another 144" x 144" square delineated in blue oil crayon directly on the
unprepared concrete wall. The area within the large square contains innumerable blue horizontal lines,
resembling dashes, composing a broken blue field , and the single word FRAME . Within the larger square is
another which measures 48" x 48", delineated in yellow. Around its perimeter, in blue, printed LINE COLOR
SPACE POEM . A red " X" fills the interior square indicating (in designer's notation) that it is a space reserved
for an image.
The three-part mural is an integral part of the environment of the underground passageways which are
frequented by hundreds of persons daily. The students who served in the capacity of "studio assistants" to Pat
Steir gained insight to the artist's aesthetic sensibility, methodology, and aesthetic point of view, thereby
extending the parameters of their own experience and the options available to them as young artists.
William Spurlock
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Capsule Biographies of the Artists

Siah Armajani was born in Iran and moved to
the United States in 1954. He has lived and
taught in Minneapolis, Minnesota, since 1960
and has frequently exhibited in one-artist and
group exhibitions in this country.

Larry Bell was born in Chicago, Illinois, and
educated in California, where he worked until
he recently moved to Talpa , New Mexico
where he currently lives and maintains a
studio in Taos . He has exhibited widely and is
represented in numerous collections in the
United States and abroad.

I
I
Lloyd Hamrol was born in San Francisco,
California, and educated at UCLA. He has
taught frequently since 1961 and has exhi
bited widely in one-artist and group exhibi
tions since 1966. He currently lives and works
in Santa Monica, California.
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Pat Steir was born in Newark, New Jersey,
and educated at Boston University and Pratt
Institute. She has exhibited frequently in this
country and abroad since 1963 in one-artist
and group exhibitions. She currently lives and
works in New York.
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